
STREAMLINING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
FOR MINT GATEWAY L.L.C WITH NETSUITE
IMPLEMENTATION BY AARIALIFE

To address Mint Gateway's challenges, Aarialife, a
NetSuite implementation partner, recommended
NetSuite Financials First and NetSuite One World for
UAE and Canada. NetSuite Financials First is an entry-
level financial management solution designed for
small businesses, while NetSuite One World provides a
comprehensive global business management solution
for multinational organizations.

S O L U T I O N S

Mint Gateway was facing several challenges due to
their legacy systems, which made it difficult for them
to obtain timely and accurate reports. The company
had no clear reporting mechanism, and disintegrated
information was making it challenging to manage
their daily operations. Management had no visibility
on day-to-day operations, which was hindering their
decision-making process.

B U S I N E S S  C H A L L E N G E S

B E N E F I T S

C U S T O M E R  A T  A
G L A N C E

Mint Gateway L.L.C is a UAE-based fintech
company that offers innovative financial
solutions to the unbanked and under-served
population in the region. The company aims
to provide tailored financial services to
unbanked workers and their employers. Mint
Gateway's platform provides industry-
leading financial services designed to meet
the specific needs of their clients.

The implementation of NetSuite Financials First and
NetSuite One World enabled Mint Gateway to achieve
real-time consolidated reporting, which improved
their ability to obtain accurate and timely financial
reports. Automated upload of data from their billing
system to NetSuite further simplified their financial
management process. With historical data for three
years migrated to NetSuite, the company could obtain
valuable insights into their financial performance,
enabling them to make informed business decisions.

R E S U L T
The implementation of NetSuite Financials First
and NetSuite One World by Aarialife helped Mint
Gateway overcome their key business challenges.
The solutions provided by NetSuite enabled Mint
Gateway to achieve real-time consolidated
reporting, automate their financial management
process, and migrate historical data to NetSuite,
giving them valuable insights into their financial
performance. These solutions improved the
company's overall financial management,
providing them with a reliable platform to make
informed business decisions.

W H Y A A R I A L I F E ?
Mint Gateway L.L.C chose Aarialife as their NetSuite implementation partner due to Aarialife's proven track
record of successful NetSuite implementations for similar clients in the financial services industry,
comprehensive solution tailored to Mint Gateway's specific needs, detailed project plan, ongoing support
and training, and experienced consultants with in-depth knowledge of NetSuite and the financial services
industry.
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